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of the best-known and most established motorcycle companies. This American motorcycle
brand was established in , so it has a long history. Over the decades, the motorcycles they have
produced have changed to adapt to the changing needs and desires of motorcycle enthusiasts.
However, they have continued to produce top-quality vehicles that were popular in every
decade. During the s, they manufactured some particularly special models that are regarded as
classics despite the fact that this was the era of the Great Depression in the United States. Here
are five of the best Harley-Davidson motorcycles of the s. The Harley-Davidson RL 45 was
produced between and It was their first flathead V-twin and 45 cubic-inch motorcycle. The
production of this motorcycle helped Harley-Davidson to become one of only two motorcycle
manufacturers to survive the Great Depression. At this time, car manufacturers were using Art
Deco stylings on their vehicles. Harley-Davidson copied the idea and featured similar images on
the tanks of the Harley-Davidson RL The first model in this range they produced was a 45 ci that
was intended to compete with the Indian Scout. This model was followed by the 61 ci and then
the 74 ci Big Twins. The 45 ci differed from the larger options because the drive-chain was on
the right rather than the left. Before , customers who bought this motorcycle could opt for either
the standard olive green or for a customized color. However, after , there were only two color
options and the bikes featured an eagle motif. When the Harley Davidson VLD was introduced in
, it became one of the motorcycles that helped Harley-Davidson through its low point. Although
the olive green was still available for traditionalists, Harley Davidson wanted to appeal to a
modern market and offered two-tone color options, such as Orlando Orange and black. This
motorcycle was a flathead V-twin and came in two variations; the cubic inch and the Big Twin
cubic inch versions. This motorcycle was used as the basis for developing other models. For
example, the 45 cubic inch variation was adapted to become Servi-Cars which were produced
until the s. The Big Twin 74 cubic-inch option was the inspiration for the EL overhead-valve
Knucklehead produced from Harley-Davidson released the details of the El to dealers in and this
raised the levels of hype and speculation that surrounded this model. When the
Harley-Davidson EL was finally released, it was somewhat anti-climatic as it was not quite as
wild as the rumors had suggested. Despite this, the cubic-inch EL set new standards in the
motorcycle industry. Harley-Davidson switched from their flathead design to using overhead
valves for the first time. This created a new shape for the rocker covers and was the reason that
these motorcycles became known as Knuckleheads, a name that has stuck over the decades.
They resolved this by introducing a new recirculating oiling system in the EL. An unusual fact
about the production of this model is that Harley-Davidson decided to change the timing case
cover three times in just one year, with each new design slightly smoother than the last. At the
time, Harley-Davidson were making a comeback following the low period of the Great
Depression and the introduction of the UL was one of their most innovative designs to date. The
Harley-Davidson UL motorcycle was one of a range of 11 models that Harley-Davidson
introduced in the period when they were making their comeback. It was a Sport Solo model that
boasted a cubic-inch flathead powerplant. The handlebars of this motorcycle were raised
slightly for a more comfortable riding position and Harley-Davidson simplified the instrument
panel by replacing the oil-pressure gauge with a green lamp and the ammeter with a red
warning lamp. They also introduced new colors, including the option of striping. It retained the
recirculating oil system that Harley-Davidson had introduced the previous year in the
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3 years ebay. Front wheel is rusty hub is good but another front wheel is included. I am told that
the tank is original paint but will need repairs in the normal places. Frame has some pitting and
rust and will need work. Another set of the lower frame castings are provided for the repairs
Belt Transmission. Right tank is plugged need a new petcock. Very Rare buddy seat, Bike has
been sitting for a while should be gone over and carb cleaned out to be riding on a regular
basic. Very Rare buddy seat, Bike has been sitting for a while should be gone over and carb
cleaned out to be riding it regularly. New Coker tires 3-speed Gearbox. I fitted a carb the engine
fired up immediately. The bike was found complete with the exception of headlights, tail light,
exhaust and carburetor. It is a cc flathead engine and was produced in relatively low numbers,
built in Milwaukee and usually exported to Europe or South America as a utility motorcycle
where few survived Tail light. Jj njj runs and rides great. Starts first kick most times after
priming a couple kicks. Its missing some stock parts but for the most part its there. Hop on and
ride it away. This will probably be the only time i list it and im having second thoughts about
even putting it up for sale. I fitted a carb the engine fired up immediately Hand Grips. Gas Tank.
Front Lights. Transmission Tail light. Philadelphia, PA 4 years showmethead. Xxxx v xxxx all
factory stock except top triple tree is single light. Older restoration runs excellent. Engine and
transmission were totally rebuilt by expert vintage Harley tech including but not limited to: Fly
wheels-rods-pistons-rings-valves, guides seated, hand clutch with foot trap and assist, 4 speed
foot shifting transmission, the list is to long. US, Florida, St. Sandusky, MI 2 years
global-free-classified-ads. Hard to find candy orange paint scheme. This one is a must see! All
stock, no modifications! Just serviced at dealership, all fluids changed, and ready for the open
road! Buy with confidence! Electric Engine. Seller's Comments and Description: Used Harley
Roadster for sale with only miles and under Harley factory warranty until October 10, No dents,
no dings, no scratches. Save thousands on this one owner, low mileage, warrantied Roadster.
This bike in this hard to find color stands out from the crowd. Used Harley Sportster for sale in
Michigan, on. Has a Harley Davidson backrest and windshield. Super low
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miles, vivid black gloss paint shines like new and the chrome is perfect. Used Harley Sportster
for sale. Used Harley Street Glide Special for sale! Used Harley Forty-Eight for sale with only
mil. All stock, no modifications, one owner, low miles and hard to find color. Used Harley
Sportster Iron for sale with only. All stock, one owner, low miles. Used Harley Iron for sale with
only 5, miles! Used Harley Forty Eight for sale with only 6, Screaming Eagle exhaust, custom
license plate mount and more. Used Harley Street Glide Special for sale with onl. Black Denim
paint, one owner, low miles, and a quick detach backrest and more. Used Harley Breakout for
sale in Michigan. Seller's Comments and Description: Used Harley Breakout for sale in Michigan
with only 12, miles and loaded with extras. Used Harley Street Glide Special for sale in black.
Great color and oversized LED screen. All stock, no modifications and only 13, miles. Let me
say that againâ€¦. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

